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CIRCLE actions on spheres form one of the most important problems in transformation 
groups. The aim of this paper is to study this problem in dimension 4. We answer a 
question of Montgomery and Yang[7], and show that there are infinitely many 
non-linear circle actions on S4. Moreover, if the 3-dimensional PoincarC conjecture is 
true, these actions plus the linear ones are the only possible circle actions on S4. The 
proof of this assertion involves identifying some homotopy 4-spheres. It is closely 
related to the work, twisting spun knots, of Zeeman [ 141. We give a different treatment 
of this subject. This new setting yields new proofs and substantial strengthenings of 
some known results. In particular, we answer two questions of Zeeman[l4, pp. 
493-494, Questions 3 and 41. 
$1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A4 be a homotopy Csphere with an effective locally smooth S’ action. The 
following properties were proved in Refs. [l, 5, 7, 8, 111 (A complete account can be 
found in Ref. [l]): 
(1) There are at most four different orbit types: fixed points, principal orbits, and 
possible two types of exceptional orbits. Throughout this paper F will denote the 
fixed point set, and E, will denote the totality of the exceptional orbits of type Z,, 
where 2, is the finite cyclic subgroup of S’ of order n. The fixed point set F must be 
either a 2-sphere, or just two points. If F=S’, then there will be no exceptional orbits, 
and the orbit space M* must be a homotopy 3-disk with boundary F*. If F is just two 
points, then M* must be a homotopy 3-sphere. When there is only one exceptional 
orbit type, say of Z,, then E: U F* is an arc in M*, whose end points are the images 
of fixed points. If there are two exceptional orbit types, say of types Z, and Z,,,, then 
m and n must be relatively prime, and EZ U F* U EZ is a circle. 
(2) Given a homotopy 4-sphere M with a locally smooth circle action, we associate 
with the action the following orbit data: {M*} if there are no exceptional orbits, {M*, 
n} if there is one exceptional orbit type Z., and {(M*, K = Et UF* U E,$,); m, n}, if 
there are two exceptional orbit types Z,,, and Z,. 
EQUIVARIANT CLASSIFICATION THEOREM. (R. Fintushel). The association between a 
circle action on a homotopy 4-sphere and its orbit data induces a bijective cor- 
respondence between the weak equivalence classes of locally smooth circle actions on 
homotopy 4-spheres and the “admissible” systems of data. 
The following questions naturally occur: 
(Question 1) Let M be a homotopy 4-sphere with a circle action. Suppose M* is S3 or 
D3. Is M the 4-sphere? 
(Question 2) Suppose M is the 4-sphere with a circle action. Is its orbit space M* 
always the 3-sphere or 3-disk? 
(Question 3) Does every homotopy 4-sphere have circle action? 
In this paper we answer Question I in the affirmative. It is easily seen that the 
actions associated with the orbit data {D’}, {S3}, {S’,n}, and {(S’, K) m, n}, where (S’, 
K) is unknotted, are all linear circle actions on S’. Given a knot (S3, K) and a pair of 
relatively prime integers m and n, it is proved in this paper that the total space of the 
action associated with {(S3, K); m, n} is also S’. This answers a question of 
Montgomery and Yang[7] as to whether E*, U F* U C can be knotted when S’ acts 
on S4. When (S3. K) is knotted, the S’ action associated with {(S’, K); m, n} is not 
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extendable to the action of any larger compact connected Lie group, [ 1, Corollary 
1.61. Hence these actions on S4 are nor linear actions. 
Questions 2 and 3 are extremely difficult. If the answers to either of these two 
questions are negative, then we would have a counter example to the 3 or 4 
dimensional Poincare conjecture. Since all the homotopy 3-spheres are orbit spaces 
of circle actions on homotopy 4-spheres [11, an affirmative answer to Question 2 would 
imply that the PoincarC conjecture is true in dimension 3, provided it is true in 
dimension 4. If the answer to Question 3 is positive, then the main result of this paper, 
Theorem 3, would imply that the PoincarC conjecture is true in dimension 4, provided 
it is true in dimension 3. The following theorem characterizes the homotopy 4-spheres 
which support effective circle actions. 
THEOREM I. Let M be a homotopy 4-sphere. Then M has a locally smooth circle action 
if and only if there is a locally pat imbedding of the 2-sphere into M such that the knot 
complemenr of this imbedding is fibered over S’ wirh finite cyclic structure group. (The 
proof of this theorem will be given in 03.) 
82.THEMAINTHEOREM 
For a homotopy 3-sphere X or a homotopy 3-disk 9, we will denote the total 
spaces of the circle actions associated with the orbit data {X}, {a}. {X, n}, and {(XX): 
m. n} by M(X). M(9). M(Z, n), and M((Z, K); m, n) respectively. 
PROPOSITION 2. M((X.. K); m. n) = M((X, K). m.n’)ifn’=n(modm)and(n-n’)/mis 
even ; or n’ = - n (mod m) and (n + n’)/m is even. 
Proof. Consider X as the orbit space of the “standard” circle action on M((Z, K): 
m. n ). Let p: M((Z. K); m, n) +Z be the orbit map. In I: choose a tubular 
neighborhood, N*. of the arc EZ U F*. such that N* ( = I x D’) intersects the knot 
E U F* U E at I X (0). N* can be pictured as follows: 
I 
F* F' 
I 
\ 
Let N = p-‘(N*), then N is a 4-manifold with non-empty boundary. Using the 
argument of [ 1. 941, it can be seen easily that there is only one circle action on one 
4-manifold with boundary, whose weighted orbit space is N*. Represent the element 
of D” x S’by (r, 8: z. p. 4). Here r and 8 are the polar coordinates of D’. and z. p and 4 are 
the cylindrical coordinates of S’. Let S’ act on D’ x S” by 
(r.O;z.p.+)I * - (r. e + m$: 2, p. 4 + n+). (2.1) 
The weighted orbit space of this action is clearly N*. Hence we can identify the circle 
action on N as the circle action of D’ x S’ described above. In fact E, U F is a 
2-sphere (possibly) knotted in the homotopy 4-sphere M((2. K); m. n). and N is just 
an invariant tubular neighborhood of this 2-sphere. 
Notice that there are many other circle actions on D’x S’. When restricted to 
Bd(D’ x S’). they yield the same action as the one defined above. For example. if 
n’ = n (mod m), let S’ act on D* x S* by 
(r. 8; 2. p. 4) 1: (6 8 + m$: 2, p, 4 + n’llr); (2.2) 
or if n’ = - n (mod m), let S’ act on D* X S* by 
(r.e;z,p,+)I + - (r, 8 + m$r; z, p, $J - n’&). (2.3) 
This is because the circle actions on S’ x S’ with two exceptional orbits of type Z,,, 
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and orbit space S’ are classified by the slice representations of their exceptional 
orbits. The slice representations are determined only up to a residue class mod m. (for 
details see [12]). The idea of the proof is to remove N from M((Z, K); m, n), and 
change the S’ action on N to one of the actions described above. Then sew N back 
by an equivariant homeomorphism. This way we change the action, but with the 
condition that when (n - n’)/m or (n + n’)/m is even, we will not change the manifold. 
On the orbit space we have just removed a 3-ball from Z and sewn it back. This will 
not change the knot (‘c, K). But since the action is changed, we have changed the 
orbit structure. By a suitably chosen S’ action on N, we may change the orbit data to 
((2, K); m, n’}. It follows from Fintushel’s equivariant classification theorem that the 
total space of this action is M((Z, K); m, n’). We conclude that M((Z, K); m, 
n) = M((Z, K); m, n’). 
More precisely, let n = 2km + n’, and X = M((Z, K); m, n) - Int(N). Let S’ act on 
N as in (2.2) above. Define f: Bd(N)+Bd(X) (= Bd(N)) by f(l, 8; z, p. 4) = (1,8; z, 
p, 4 + 2k6). It is easily checked that f is equivariant with respect to the action (2.2) 
and the action on X. Let M’ = N U,X, then M’ has a circle action. Since the weighted 
orbit space of N with respect to the action (2.2) is 
the orbit data of this action on M’ is {(Z, K), m, n’}. Moreover, representing the element 
of Bd(N) (= S’ x S’) by (x, y), where x f S’, y c S2, the attaching map f: S’ x S2+ 
S’ X S2 can be viewed as 
f(& Y) = (x, h(X)Y), 
where h is the map from S’ to SO(3), such that 
h(x) = 
i 
cos 2kx -sin 2kx 0 
sin 2kx cos 2kx 0 . 
0 0 I ) 
The map h is homotopically trivial, so f is isotopic to the identity map. Hence 
M’ = M((X, K); m, n). In the case n’ = n (mod m) and (n’ - n)/m = 0 (mod 2), this proves 
the proposition. 
Whenn’=-n (mod m)and(-n+n’)/m=O(mod2),let n=2km-n’.Change 
the circle action on N to the action (2.3) above. The same argument yields M((2, K), 
m, n) = M((Z, K), m, n’). Q.E.D. 
Given a pair of relatively prime integers (m, n), there is always an integer n’, 
O=n’5m,suchthateithern’=n (modm)and(n-n’)/m=O(mod2);orn’=n (mod 
m) and (n + n’)/m = 0 (mod 2). Therefore the above proposition implies that M((Z, 
K); m. n) = M((Z, K); m, n’) for some n’ such that 0 I n’s m. Furthermore, since the 
order of the integers a and B in an orbit data ((2, K); Q, p} is not essential, 
Proposition 1 also implies that M((Z, K); m, n) = M((X, K); m’, n’) for some m’ such 
that 0 I m’ 5 n’. This reduction can be repeated with (m, n) replaced by (m’, n’), etc. 
Since the integers continually decrease, this reduction must ultimately end with either 
(1, 0) or (1, 1). ((2, K); 1, 0) and ((2. K); I, I} are not permissible orbit data in the 
sense of [ 11, but they are associated with some circle actions on the homotopy Csphere 
M((2, K); m, n). Let M = M(G, K); m, n). The above Euclidean-Algorithm-like 
reduction can be explained geometrically as follows: First, we change the action on a 
tubular neighborhood of the 2-sphere E, U F, and obtain a new circle action on M 
with two types of exceptional orbits, namely of types 2, and &. Next, we change the 
action on a tubular neighborhood of E, U F, and obtain a new action on M with 
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exceptional orbits of types Z,,,, and Z... Repeat this process on St = EA U F, then on 
S’ = EL U F, etc. Eventually we end up with a circle action on M which has either no 
exceptional orbits and two fixed points or a 2-sphere as fixed point set. In the first 
case the action is associated with the orbit data {(Z, K); 1, 1). In the second case the 
action is associated with {(Z, K), 1, 0). Moreover, in the second case, the final action 
we define on the tubular neighborhood D* x S* is given by 
(rre;r,p,4) + -(rr0+9;z.p,~). 
The orbit space of this action on D* x S* is S* x I rather than D’, so the orbit space of 
this action on M is a homotopy 3-disk 9 rather than Z. It is obvious that 9 is the 
homotopy 3-disk gotten by removing a 3 cell from S. So the orbit data ((2, K); 1, 1) 
and ((2, K); 1, 0) are in fact the orbit data (2) and {X-Int(D’)} of [l]. Hence M is 
homeomorphic to either M(Z), or M(Z-Int(D3)). In conclusion: 
THEOREM 3. For a given homotopy 3-sphere 2, there are at most two different 
homotopy 4-spheres with circle action, whose orbit spaces are Z or z-Int(D3). 
It was observed[l] that M(D’) = M(S3) = M(S3, n) = S4. In fact the circle actions 
on S4 corresponding to the orbit data {D3}, {S3}, and {S3, n} are all linear actions. 
Hence we have the following: 
THEOREM 4. Let M be a homotopy 4-sphere with a S’ action. If the orbit space of 
this action is S3 or D’, then M must be a 4-sphere. 
Remark. Let M be a closed l-connected 4-manifold with effective S’ action. It is 
known that M must have the homotopy type of a connected sum of copies of S4, 
S’ X S’, CP’, and -CP’[15]. Recently, by an argument similar to the one used above, 
R. Fintushel and the author have shown that if the orbit space, M*, is not a 
counterexample to the Poincare conjecture, then the manifold M is a connected sum 
of copies of S4, S’ X S*, CP* and -CP*. A complete classification of the circle actions 
on l-connected 4-manifold is extremely difficult. In fact, given any homotopy 3-sphere 
C3 there is always a semifree circle action on a manifold N = #k(S* x S*), for some 
integer k, such that N* = z3. (Following Theorem 3 let Z3 be the homotopy Csphere with 
a semifree circle action such that (z4)* = X3. By a theorem of Wall. [13, Theorem 31 
X4#k(S2 X S*) = #k(S* x S*) for some integer k. Let S’ act on S* by rotation and on 
S* X S* by the product of two such rotations. It is easily seen that the connected sum 
X4#k(S2 X S*) can be taken equivariantly, and the orbit space of this circle action on 
X4#k(S2 x S*) ( = #k(S* x S*)) is z3.) So even a classification for semifree S’-actions on 
connected sums of S* x S* would answer the 3-dimensional Poincare conjecture. 
93. TWISTING SPUN KNOTS 
Given a knot (S’, K), let N be its m-fold cyclic branched cover. So there is a 
semifree 2, action on the 3-manifold N with fixed point set S’ and orbit space S’, 
where the image of the fixed point set is exactly the knot K. Let T~Z,,, be a generator. 
Let W = S’x N be the manifold I x N after one identifies 0 X M with I x M by the 
identification i: (0 x)+(1, T(X)). Do surgery on W along its S’ factor. There are 
exactly two different framings to perform this surgery. Denote their resulting mani- 
folds by 8(N, T) and P’(N, 7). It is easy to see that X(N, T) and Z’(N, T) are both homotopy 
4spheres. When T is the canonical covering translation in the sense of [ 14,951, Zeeman 
showed [ 141 by twist-spinning the knot K that one of the above two homotopy Cspheres 
is in fact S’. Recently, under the same restriction on T Gordon [4] has proved that z(N, T) 
and Z’(N, T) are both S’. The question of whether Z(N, T) and x(N, T’) are S’ for an 
arbitrary generator T in Z,,, was still open, [14, p. 493, Question 41. 
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In this section we study this problem from a different viewpoint. As a consequence 
we answer the above questions: I 
THEOREM 5.2(iV,~)and Z'(N,~)are both S4foranq. generator~e Z,,,. 
Proof. Let S’ (viewed as RlmZ) act on W = S’ y N by rp,(t, y) = (f + s, y) for srR, 
where (t, y) denotes the image of (t, y) in S’ x N. Suppose x E N is a fixed point of T. 
Then in the S’ action defined above the pain; (0, x) E W is fixed by the subgroup Z,,, 
of S’. The S’ orbit containing (0, x), S’((0, x)), is a circle. It represents the S’-factor 
of S’ ;1! N. Hence doing surgeries along S’((0, x)) yield Z(N, 7) and Z’(N, T). We shall 
show below that no matter which framing was chosen, we can always perform this 
surgery equivariantly: 
Suppose the slice representation of T is n, i.e. T acts on a slice ( = 0’) centered at x 
by rotation through an angle 2nT/rn. (When n = 1, T is the previously mentioned 
canonical covering translation.) Then clearly in the above defined S’ action on W, the 
slice representation of 1, the canonical generator of the isotropy group at (0, x), is also 
n. Let T be an S’ invariant tube of S’((0, x)) in W. Then T = S’ x D3. It follows from 
the slice theorem that the S’ action on T is equivalent to the action of S’ on S’ x D’ 
given by 
(l,8;z,p,d’) J, -(1,8+mlC,;z,p+nrJI), 
where (1, 0) and (z, p, 4) represent the points in S’ and D’ respectively. (Compare this 
parametrization with the one for D2 x S* in 92.) Notice that on Bd(S’ x D3) the action 
above is exactly the action (2.1) of S’ on D2 x S2 restricted on Bd(D2 x S2). For an 
integer n’ such that n = km + n’, let S’ act on D* x S2 as in (2.2). Let fk: Bd(D* x S2)+ 
Bd(S’ x D3) be given by 
fdl. 8; .L p, 4) = (198; 2, p9 4 + ke). 
Then fk is an equivariant homeomorphism. To do a surgery on W along S’((0, X)) we just 
remove T from W and attach a copy of D2 x S2 by the map fr along Bd(D’ x S’). It was 
seen in 82 that the framing is determined by the parity of the integer k. (Instead of using 
the action (2.2), one can prove this assertion using the action (2.3) by the same argument.) 
Therefore both z(N, T) and Z’(N, T) have circle actions. 
Observe that the orbit space of the circle action on S’ T N defined above is just the 
orbit space of the Z,,, action on N, which is S3. Moreover, the orbit spaces of the tube 
T we removed from W and the D2 x S* which we attached to W-Int(T) during this 
surgery, are both D’. Hence on the orbit spaces these equivariant surgeries cor- 
respond to removing a D3 from w* and attaching a D’ back. Hence the orbit spaces of 
the circle actions on both Z(N, T) and Z’(N, T) are again S3. By Theorem 4 we have 
x:(N, 7) = x’(N, 7) = s4. Q.E.D. 
Moreover, it follows from the above argument that the S’ action on x(N, T) can be 
chosen as {(S’, K): m, n’) for any integer n’ such that n’s n(mod m) and (n’- n)/2 E 
O(mod 2); or m’ = - n(mod m) and (n’+ n)/m = O(mod 2). The S’ action on Z’(N, 7) 
can be chosen as {(S3, K); m, n”) for any integer n” such that n”= n(mod m) and 
(n”- n)/m = 1 (mod 2); or n” = - n (mod m) and (n” + n)/m 5 1 (mod 2). This discussion 
clearly illustrates the action {(S3, K); n, m} of S’ on S’. 
In this action notice that the 2-sphere En U F is exactly the cord of the surgery 
mentioned in the proof of Theorem 5. So En U F is a knot in S9 with complement 
S’ : punc(i% where punt(N) stands for N-Int(D’). Similarly, let M be the n-fold cyclic 
branched cover of the knot (S3, K), and let h be the covering translation with slice 
representation m. The action {(S’, K); n, m} can also be obtained by performing an 
equivariant surgery on the natural S’-action on the manifold S’ f M. Hence in the action 
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{(S’. Kl; n. ml. E, UF is also a knot. Its knot complement is S’ x punt(M). In 
conclusion we have the following: h 
THEOREM 5. Given a knot (S’, K) and relatively prime integers m and n, two knots 
in S4 are determined, namely, the invariant 2-spheres, E,,, U F and E,, U F, of the 
action {(S3, K);m, n} of S’ on S4. These two knots intersect transversely at two points. 
Let N and M be the n- and m-fold cyclic branched covers of the knot (S3, K). Let T 
and h be the covering translations on N and M with slice representation m and n. Then 
the knot complements of E,,, U F and E. U F are S’ T punt(N) and S’ f punt(M) 
respectively. 
Remark. (1) In the circle action {(S3, K): 1, m}, the 2-sphere El U F is exactly the 
m-twisting-spun knot of Zeeman. 
(2) Restricting the circle action {(S’; K), m, n} to the subgroup 2, or &, we obtain 
counterexamples to the 4-dimensional Smith conjecture: There are no finite cyclic 
group actions on S” with a knotted S”-’ as fixed point set. When m = 2 1 (mod n) the 
actions of Z,,, on S4 are the ones found by Griffen and Gordon[2,4]. 
(3) (Proof of Theorem I) Let M be a homotopy 4-sphere with a locally smooth 
circle action. Then the orbit space of this action must be a homotopy 3-sphere X3 or a 
homotopy 3 disk 9’. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3 that M must carry a 
circle action {(Z’, K); m, n} for a knot K in X3, and a pair of relatively prime integers 
m and n. Let N be the m-fold cyclic branched cover of knot (Z3, K), and T be the 
covering translation on N with slice representation n. By the same argument as in the 
proof of Theorem 5, we can define a S’ action on 
with orbit data {(X3. K); m, n}. By the equivariant classification theorem of Fintushel 
we know that 
M = (S1Tpunc(N))s,UszD2X S2. 
Hence there is a locally flat imbedding of S2 in M with complement S’ y punt(M). 
The converse is clear. 
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